
MITHUNAM (Gemini)  

Mrugasira (3, 4), Arudra, Punarvasu (1, 2, 3) 

Career :   

This month, strong networking will become a great resource for job-seekers, to bag in a stable job. 

Artists will find themselves at the right place and time, to rope in their dream creative project. 

Entrepreneurs will double up their prosperity by teaming up with skilled collaborators. Terms of joint 

ventures or partnership will be set on lucrative terms. Writing, teaching and media projects will 

shape into surplus benefits. Armed with previous successes and a determined spirit, those in 

Marketing will tackle a challenging assignment with gusto. After 14th, expect uplifting career news in 

the form of promotion and bonuses. Your ability to manage technical complexities will attract 

appreciation from seniors. After 26th , Freelancers will turn their new found skills into a Start-up.  

Wealth :   

Returns from passive income streams will stabilise the cash flow. Extra expenses might get you a bit 

anxious. Avoid taking any loans or overdrafts to meet temporary needs. After 14th, dividends from 

investments will grow by leaps and bounds. Real estate investments will open fresh revenue 

streams. Taking guarantees will put your financial stability at a great risk. Around the Full Moon on 

24th, moneymaking opportunities will knock at your door from unexpected quarters. 

Personal :   

Realism before romance! This month, you will realise that even the happiest relationships need a 

tune-up every now and then. Long-time couples will take their relationship to new emotional and 

spiritual depths. Singles will meet their love match through their work-related activities. For 

students, those who are waiting to study abroad will get a ground-breaking opportunity. Travelling 

to pilgrimages will become the highlights of your travel plans. After 26th, relationships with siblings 

will be renewed and strengthened.   

Health :   

Take time out for self-care and relaxation, to maintain a balanced and healthy lifestyle. Conserve 

your energy levels, as you will feel fatigued, due to interrupted sleep patterns. After 14th, those 

troubled with chest, knee or spine issue can expect swift recovery. However, engaging in any 

strenuous exercise can cause an old muscular ache or discomfort to resurface. 

Mrugasira(3,4) :  

You will be surprised by a lucky streak. An admirer will shower you with gifts.   

Arudra :  

A syndicate will prove to be successful and rewards will be reaped in the workplace.  

Punarvasu (1,2,3) :  

You will be assisted financially by the efforts of another.  

Vedic Remedies :  



Chant the mantra, “Om pram preem prom sah shanischaray namah”. facing the eastern direction as 

many times as possible. Donate food in any nearby temple, as often as possible. Perform 

Abhishekem to Lord Ganapati on Chaturthi Tithi.  

Lal-kitab Remedies :   

Every Wednesday, worship holy Basil plant. Not to sell/ pawn Gold.  

Cautious Dates :   

6, 7, 8 


